MAT-SU VALLEY

NEW PROJECTS
ONGOING PROJECTS

16 PARKS HIGHWAY BRIDGE REPLACEMENTS: MONTANA CREEK, SHEEP CREEK, and GOOSE CREEK

17 PARKS HIGHWAY MP 48.8 to 52.3 RECONSTRUCTION

18 KNIK GOOSE BAY ROAD, FAIRVIEW LOOP to PALMER-WASILLA HIGHWAY, PHASE I

19 GLENN HIGHWAY at MIRROR LAKE – NOV 2018 EQ PR

20 EAGLE RIVER LOOP PEDESTRIAN UNDERCROSSING – NOV 2018 EQ PR

21 AMATS: HILAND ROAD MP 0 to 3.2, PAVEMENT PRESERVATION

22 HSIP: GLENN HIGHWAY MEDIAN BARRIER, MP 30 to 34

23 GLENN HIGHWAY and PARKS HIGHWAY INTERCHANGE REPAIRS – NOV 2018 EQ PR

24 GLENN HIGHWAY, PARKS HIGHWAY to SOUTH INNER SPRINGER LOOP, PHASE II

25 FEMA: CLARK-WOLVERINE ROAD and HUNTLEY ROAD – NOV 2018 EQ PR

26 CLARK-WOLVERINE ROAD 00031 – NOV 2018 EQ PR

27 BUFFALO MINE ROAD 00118 – NOV 2018 EQ PR

28 GLENN HIGHWAY MP 40 to 68 – NOV 2018 EQ PR

29 MAT-SU AREA REPAIRS – NOV 2018 EQ PR